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Granny Sue‟s expression turned stony. Just how was she supposed to cover everything up 

neatly when the situation had been blown right into such impressive proportions? It would 

be also certainly biased if she did not attempt to calm Yvonne. 

She might not bring herself to toss Harvey out of the house. 

Yvonne had actually raked in fairly a tidy ton of money for the Sues, but to Granny Sue, her 

well worth would certainly never ever surpass that of Harvey‟s. Only Harvey could carry on 

the Sue tradition. 

” Sibling Johann, I‟m very grateful for your help with our family members issue,” 

Grandmother Sue told him. “Just tell me how much you want.” 

Johann‟s intention of making extra earnings was a mere reason. 

Samuel had actually instructed him to do this, as well as he merely adhered to orders. 

“Seeing that you‟re an upstanding person, Granny Sue, and also I‟m not an insensible 

individual, I‟ll see you again when you have actually resolved the issue.” 

He left the office with Gareth after he finished talking. 

Silence asphyxiated the air of the meeting room. 

Harvey stooped before his grandmother, hardly breathing. 

His other relatives were also silent. 

 

Yvonne was the boss of the growth of the West City, and also the Sue family members‟s 

development relied on their cooperation with the Weakriver Property. Yet Harvey attempted 

to do something so grievous at this critical point in time. 

Even if Grandma Sue was biased toward him, it was likely that she would dole out a hefty 

penalty for him. 

” Yvonne, because he was the one who sabotaged you, you reach determine exactly how 

you wish to deal with him,” Grandmother Sue said to her. 

Yvonne was not silly. Granny Sue would certainly have never allow her make the last 

telephone call if she had actually absolutely chosen to penalize Harvey. Her words exposed 

that she did not have the guts to go through with it. 



 

Besides, Yvonne understood that her grandma may not perform an absurd request that she 

made. Rather, the old woman would mark this as an unsettled score. 

” I assume it‟s much better if you make the decision, Granny,” Yvonne said. She nurtured 

severe bitterness in her heart, she had no selection however to rein it in. 

Grandmother Sue naturally responded her head. “Don‟t concern the office in the meantime,” 

she said to Harvey. “Correctly contemplate what you‟ve done in the house.” 

Harvey dipped his head, a smile having fun at his lips. He had actually prepared such a hoo-

hah, yet his granny had only informed him to assess the scenario. 

It looked like he still holds the number one place in Grandmother‟s heart. 

” I know I was wrong, Grandma,” he stated. “I‟ll absolutely assess myself during this period 

of time.” 

” No one is enabled to bring up this issue from now on,” Grandma Sue told the various 

other relatives. 

She was clearly protecting him, as well as she did not trouble to conceal it. 

Yvonne breathed in deeply. „I‟ll confirm it to you one day– that Harvey isn‟t the best 

prospect to take over the Sue household‟, she believed as she considered her granny. 

The Sue family members burst out right into grins just after Grandmother Sue left the 

conference room. 

” Harvey, don‟t hold us versus what we stated previously. 

If we claimed anything that remained in your support because circumstance, it would 

certainly have perturbed her even more rather.” 

” That‟s. It‟s not like you do not recognize Granny‟s mood. 

The even more we help you, the extra she won‟t be able to place her foot down as well as 

offer the circumstance an out.” 

Harvey hauled himself onto his feet. 

His expression revealed no hint of remorse. “You‟re lucky this time, Yvonne,” he informed 

her gladly. “You‟ve evaded a bullet, however you won‟t be so fortunate next time. 

” You‟re most likely angry that Grandmother is partial towards me. 



There‟s no method around it. I‟m the most important person in her eyes. This is the 

difference between you and me.” 

Yvonne‟s fingers curled into hands when she listened to Harvey‟s pleased tone. 

If also God really felt anger, what a lot more she. 

“Have not you currently recognized that you‟re simply a device for the Sues, Yvonne? 

You wouldn‟t also deserve to get in the conference room if it weren‟t for the collaboration 

with Weakriver Property. Hesitate prior to trying to violate us.” Harvey purposely walked to 

her side and also claimed in a dark tone. 

 


